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I think we're going to try to get started now. If you could please find your seats. So for those of who you don't know, I am Brian
Wang, I work on Meredith Adler 's team on the food and drug retail. We don't officially cover Herbalife yet, but we're very
delighted to have them joining us for the first time at the back-to-school conference. Herbalife has had a tremendous success
in the last couple of years as they transition to distributors from selling bulk orders infrequently to selling smaller orders much
more frequently over what the Company describes as daily consumption, but I will let John and the Company describe that a
little bit better. Here to discuss the story today is the Company 's CFO, John DeSimone. John, with that I will give it to you.

John DeSimone - Herbalife Ltd. - CFO

Thank you. Good afternoon. Let me set up the presentation after the Safe Harbor Statement that's up here which is also available
on the website. I am going to walk first through the strategy behind the Company, what we're doing, what's working, how it is
working, why it is working, and then we'll get into the financials. For those of you who don't know, we have had a couple of
great years. We think there is a lot of runway left. I think the best way to understand this business is to understand the strategy
first. Start with five key takeaways for investors.

First is, and most importantly, the products are relevant. We don't generally talk about that enough. Excuse me.

Unidentified Audience Member

(inaudible -- unmiked individual).

John DeSimone - Herbalife Ltd. - CFO

Okay. So we'll see if we can keep track of this. Products are relevant. It is a nutrition based product. You will find throughout
this presentation we will talk a little about what types of products we have, but they are mostly functional food products which
is different than traditional supplement products that many investors think of. The awareness of the need for good nutrition
has never been greater than it is today. That awareness is at the consumer level, the press level, the governmental level, and
that speaks well about the opportunity that we think is in front of us.

Second, in addition to the products being relevant, there is a new distribution model, and I say new. It is mostly new. The model
has transitioned from a very infrequent medium to high priced purchase done now much more frequently, and that has increased
the consumer access to the product and dramatically increased the addressable audience, meaning the number of people who
can afford to participate in the product. That's been the driver of our growth over the last seven years, and we think it will be
the driver for the next seven for sure, and we'll discuss in more detail what that means in a few slides.
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Third, if I get back to the slide, this is not me pushing the button by the way. Apparently there is a little bit of a problem with
the electronics. The brand, I think we have a strong brand. I think it is strengthening. It wasn't always that way. But in the direct
seller, in all direct sellers, branding is to build an image, build an identity and create confidence for distributors and for consumers,
but it is not a [pull] business. So as a direct seller if you want longevity and sustainability, brand is critically important. We invest
a lot behind the brand and you will see we brand a lot through sports, through creating a healthy active lifestyle image for the
Company.

Fourth bullet point, strong financial performance, we have been a growth company for a number of years. Our compounded
annual growth rate for the last eight years is just under 10%. For the last two years it is much higher than that. This model has
a very low fixed cost base, very high variable cost base, and throws off a lot of cash.

That will lead me to the fifth bullet point which is we use that cash to accelerate returns to shareholders through both the
dividend and the buy back, and you will see in one of the slides near the end of the presentation that free cash in this business
approximates net income, and that also approximates how much we return to shareholders through dividend and buy back,
so it is a great financial model. See if it moves. Here we go. No controversy here. Supports the fact that our products are relevant.
They address three mega trends, first and foremost obesity. Obesity is a worldwide epidemic. It is not a western culture epidemic
any longer. In China the obesity rate is second fastest in the entire world.

There is only 5% of the adult population in China is overweight, but 20%-plus of the adult population -- excuse me 5% is obese,
but over 20% is overweight. As western diets move east, this problem is also moving east. So the products address that, they
address aging population, and from a business opportunity standpoint, the under or unemployment, but under employment
probably being more critical, helps the business opportunity.

New clicker? Thanks. Sometimes it is moving on its own. Okay. A little bit about our product break down. 62.8% of our sales
come from weight management, about half of that comes from the meal replacement shake, so most of that category is functional
food base. It is not the magic pill. It is not take a pill and don't eat for 30 days. That's the controversial product that we don't
participate in and won't participate in, so I think, when you think of Herbalife, you should think more food based, less supplement
based. On the targeted nutrition side, that is the more supplement oriented business and that is 22% of our business. Sports
and energy is under 5%, outer nutrition which is skin care is a very small piece of our business at 4%.

Meal replacement category, it's a nearly $5 billion category in 2003. We owned 12% of that category. In 2009 it was 23%.The
2010 data, I just got yesterday, this all comes from Euromonitor, so I haven't had a chance to update this presentation, but we're
up over 30% now market share. So we are the leading market shareholder in meal replacement shakes around the world. This
is a worldwide statistic. That's the back on our product.

On the business model, this heading is a new heading. We're starting to think that this new model is redefining direct sales.
Traditional direct sales is characterized by medium to high priced purchases done infrequently, and the infrequent is the key
characteristic. Most direct sellers, the rep or the distributor, meets very infrequently with their customer; once a month, once
every two weeks, has to schedule a party, make a phone call, not a very efficient model.

You will find that over the next couple slides when we talk about daily consumption we're talking about business models where
the distributor has frequent interaction with the consumer. In some cases daily interaction. That daily interaction creates both
the opportunity for the consumer to purchase product at a lower price point, same cost per serving, but just what they need
for that day, which makes it more accessible, and it is a very efficient model for distributors because customers are now coming
to distributors instead of distributors going to customers.

It allows the distributor to have more customers than the traditional model. This is the cycle if you can envision this. The frequent
interaction between a distributor and a customer is creating what we call product compliance, product useage, meaning that
meal replacement shake, making sure the consumer is taking it every day. If a consumer takes a meal replacement shake every
day instead of one of their meals, they will in fact lose weight and that leads to the third circle which is the product result.
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If a consumer loses weight which is an objective result, not a subjective result, that builds credibility, that builds the brand, and
that create s a long-term customer which then comes back to the distributor often because they're getting a product result.
The model change of that frequent interaction is creating more consumers who are having more success on the product.

What are some of the models? I circled one here which is clubs. Clubs is the dominant form of daily consumption within Herbalife
right now. How many people have visited nutrition clubs? They're all around the country. If you are interested in the story, you
should take the time to see a club. It will highlight the opportunity, it will become more tangible for you.

A club basically operates where a distributor opens a fixed location, started in people 's home, but in a lot of cases it is a
commercial location, maybe shared by a number of distributors if you can think of a [Healthalon] where there is different stations
for each distributor. And a consumer can come in and buy Herbalife life product one meal at a time just for what they need that
day effectively. That's the way it works.

Instead of having to buy a 30 day supply of meal replacement shake and stick it in the cabinet in the kitchen and hope that the
consumer uses it every day, the consumer comes to the fixed location and gets three products, an aloe drink, a cup of tea for
caffeine and an Herbalife shake. It is sold as a meal and sold just for that day's supply meaning a $100 monthly supply will cost
you about $3 per day. That daily price point makes the product much more accessible for the consumer.

We equate it and analogize it to coffee. Coffee at $2 a day at Starbucks is very accessible for many people, but if people had to
go in at the first of each month and buy a $60 prepaid card, some people would for sure, but far fewer people could afford that
$60 coming out of their pocket once a month, they can afford the $2 once a day.

That's what changed in our model. Consumers can buy Herbalife product one meal at a time. That really offers five benefits.
One is that daily price point is more accessible.

Two, and this is an important benefit, is the product is sold as a meal. As a meal, the spend becomes a replacement spend, not
a discretionary spend. Supplements are generally considered a discretionary spend. So in difficult economic times, discretionary
spend can be a challenge, but a replacement spend actually creates a value proposition for us. We look at the competition as
being fast food. Try to get a consumer to move away from McDonald's and into Herbalife. It costs less money and you get a
better meal. That value proposition creates stickiness in the model.

Third the product created an objective result. Fourth, because of that objective result when you go to a club, you will find that
there is a number of club members who know each other. Why? When a person loses weight, generally the friends and family,
their circle of influence wants to know why they lost weight, how they lost weight, and it is pretty simple for that person to get
other members of their circle of influence to come to the club.

When you walk in a club, there is a social fabric because of that; that ties clubs together and keeps it sticky. When somebody
goes to a club at eight in the morning, they usually go in and meet a number of people. That creates that discipline to show up
every day.

Then lastly on the distributor side, for anybody else that follows the direct seller, a distributor or a rep, generally is motivated
to sign up for a company for some reason the day they sign up. But a couple days later they don't have the discipline to be
successful. They don't have the discipline because they don't have a boss. They have to wake up every morning and know what
to do, and be motivated and disciplined to do it.

When you have a club, that club creates a forced discipline because you have to physically get out of your house and go to
another location and put a key in the door because you have customers coming and it helps the distributor be more successful
than they might ordinarily be under the traditional model. That was pretty wordy, but that hopefully described clubs.
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This puts a little bit of financial opportunity behind clubs. This looks at penetration rates and key markets for Herbalife. We
define penetration as volume points per capita. Volume points think of retail price, absent currency rates and absent price
increases, so it is a pure metric.

In Mexico where clubs started in 2003, the penetration rate was 1.2 volume points per capita. In 2010 it was up to 5 volume
points per capita, so it had 4X growth. The US Latin market, 5X growth from daily consumption from clubs. Total US also around
5X growth. Most of that is driven by the Latino market. Taiwan is almost 3X. Korea is 4X. Brazil which came on later in the
development of clubs, or in the expansion of clubs, is now over 2X growth.

When a market adopts the club model it takes time for them to change their method of operation, but we find they can penetrate
deeper into the marketplace and much more of a sustainable business. Our retention rate on sales leaders last year was 48.9%,
almost half the people that come in this to run a business 13 to 24 months later are still in the business, which is a high success
rate. That's being driven all by clubs.

And the real opportunity is when you look at the total Company, our penetration rate in 2003 was less than one volume point
per capital and last year it's still less than 1, it is 0.8. That 0.8, if the countries that are not doing daily consumption can adopt
daily consumption and get to the Mexico level, the opportunity is huge that's in front of us. That's why we're confident in our
growth, in our runway.

A little bit of some demographic information behind club consumers. This is done through a third party research company. This
is just US demographics. I don't need to go through the details in the presentation, but 50% of the consumers are under 50.
Another 40% are between 35 and -- excuse me 50% are under 35 years old, 40% are between 35 and 54 years old, 60% women,
40% male, and their job demographics are on the right-hand side.

I like this slide better. I think it is more relevant. More than 50% of the consumers attending clubs attend every day. That frequency
is important to the success of the model. More than 50% of the club consumers spend an additional $75 per month to take
product home, so that's in addition to the meal that they receive at the club, they take other Herbalife product, buy it at the
club and take it home. 40% -- the third bullet point -- the third circle is 40% of the consumers in the club have been going to
the club longer than one year, so sustainability. That all equals a successful business model for our distributors.

We break clubs into a life cycle of a club. It is a pretty early business model. It started in 2003 in Mexico. Generally for the first
two years the marketplace is trying to find their way, the different nuances of their culture to make clubs work, and that happens
in almost every case. It is about a two-year timeframe.

Once they find the acculturation aspect of the model, they get an expansion phase and that's rapid growth for us as clubs
expand, and then it goes to the enhancement phase which is where Mexico is at now. Mexico is not growing their number of
clubs, but each club is now becoming more productive. Mexico and the US Latino market are the only two segments that is are
off on the right segment. There is a number in the expansion mode and even a greater number in the inception mode. So there
is still a lot of runway left in this model.

Moving on to brand, we brand through sports. A lot of soccer branding, sponsorships. Soccer is a global sport. We're a global
company. We're in 76 countries, so it fits very well. We also do a few other things. IndyCar, a lot of triathlons, a lot of Olympic
athletes, things like that. We sponsor more than 200 teams and athletes around the world.

And we have from an image standpoint, we have 66 Casa Herbalifes around the world, and that's where we provide nutrition
to under privileged children. It is part of our culture. It is an important part of who we are, it is important for sustainability of a
direct seller and we invest quite a bit of money in this aspect of the business.

Financial update. Last quarter which is the second quarter, it's a calendar quarter, so it's a quarter ended in June, reported in
the first week in August. Volume was up 17% around the world. Net sales was up 28%. They were up in almost every region.
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China was down, China was in that transition from the traditional business to daily consumption. Whenever a market goes
through that transition, we see a slight leveling or downturn in the business, right, because you are moving away from a few
people buying a lot to a lot of people buying a little. And during that transition volume drops off, but there were some good
signs in China. China there was 25% increase in activity rate, meaning 25% more people ordered in China, there were 40% more
orders than a year ago, but the order size was smaller, and that is consistent with characteristics of a market that's switching to
daily consumption.

So it is very broad based growth. I think probably three quarters had all six regions up, so this model is now expanding around
the world driving a lot of momentum.

Probably the most important non financial metric that we look at is engagement level of our distributors which we call average
active sales leaders, meaning how many people are already in the business? We build a brand, an identity, an image that drives
distributor confidence and engagement, but our growth comes from the level of activity of our distributors. This is a great
leading indicator of our performance, and in the second quarter 2011 our activity level is up 21.1%. That means the number of
people ordering product from the distributors, excuse me, sales leaders which are business oriented distributors increased over
20% in the second quarter, and that is just a great foundational metric for us.

Take another unique characteristic of our model versus some other direct sellers is it is pretty balanced between emerging and
established markets. 52% of our business in the second quarter came from emerging markets, 48% from established, both
emerging and established had double-digit growth. I think you find a lot of other consumer products companies having growth
in emerging market markets, but having trouble in established markets. But the fact that we have a new business model is
reaching deeper into marketplaces, is allowing us to growth in both.

This is net sales. I don't need to spend a lot of time on it. I want investors to know we're -- 80% of our business comes from
outside the US, but a lot of our product is made in the US, so we provide constant currency information on our website for
investors, so they can take out the impact of currency.

We provide a lot of transparency. I hope you feel that way if you read through our 10-K and 10-Q and looked through our
website. We provide a lot of information for analysts to model this business. Same thing on the EPS standpoint. Q2 last year we
were at $0.65, Q2 of this year we were at $0.88 and on a constant currency basis it was $0.83, so we had a $0.05 tail wind in the
second quarter.

Guidance for the third quarter we're looking at volume to be up 13% to 15% for the quarter, 15% to 17% for the year, net sales
to increase over 20% from both Q3 in the full year. We provide an effective tax rate because we're in so many countries that it
is tough for analysts to model the tax rate and CapEx is between $90 million and $100 million for the year.

That's a great number to model. We generally spend around 3% of net sales on CapEx. I think that's a good number to model
long-term. EPS we're looking at around $2.97 to $3.07 this year. That compares to $2.37 last year.

I think another good slide for investors, I talked about at the beginning of the presentation, net income since 2007 is $1.1 billion.
If you go down to free cash flow where the arrow takes you, free cash flow was also $1.1 billion, so free cash and net income
equal each other. And the last bullet point is since 2007 we are have returned 95%, actually 96%, so we returned over 95% of
reported net income to shareholders in the form of dividends and buy backs.

So we're not a capital intensive business. We're not very M&A oriented. We have small little deals that we've done in the past,
and that's all that we're likely to do in the future. That really doesn't leave much left to do with cash other than to send it back
to shareholders. We overweight the return to shareholders to buy back because we believe our stock isn't devalued and that's
the most economical way to return money to shareholders.
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But we do provide a dividend. We have said we want to be in the 1.5% to 2% yield range, and for the last couple years in the
second quarter when we have done a dividend increase we have been below 1.5% and we have taken it up to 2%. And the
reason we're back down to 1.5% is because it is a quality problem to have because the stock is performing well.

Lastly, I said this at the beginning of the presentation, since 2004 our compounded annual growth rate based off our guidance
for 2011 is just under 10%, so it is consistent growth. Just to recap, hopefully you walk away with these five points; products
are relevant, growth is not dependent on any new hit product like a lot of consumer products companies. It is dependent on
taking a model that's working and spreading it around the world. We have a brand that's strong and strengthening, we have
strong financial performance and we're very disciplined in cash and return a significant amount of cash to our shareholders.
That's what I have for prepared remarks. I will open it up for questions.

Unidentified Audience Member

I was just wondering what --

John DeSimone - Herbalife Ltd. - CFO

It is not working.

Unidentified Audience Member

I was just wondering to what degree, if you have a measure of it, those reps involved in the daily consumption model are
multi-reps, that they represent other companies, other direct selling companies, if you have any measure of that, or are they
very focused?

John DeSimone - Herbalife Ltd. - CFO

If you are running a nutrition club which is the dominant model for daily consumption methods, you're not allowed to participate
or sell, at least in those clubs, any other direct sales company 's product, so they are exclusive to Herbalife. Now in general, as
a rule Herbalife distributors, until you get to a certain level, you are allowed to sell other company 's products, just not at the
club.

Unidentified Audience Member

You don't know what percent that is? You don't have a sense of --

John DeSimone - Herbalife Ltd. - CFO

At the club which is probably 90% of our daily consumption models on nutrition clubs, it is not allowed, so none of them are
selling --

Unidentified Audience Member

At the club.
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John DeSimone - Herbalife Ltd. - CFO

At the club. I can't tell you if they are selling outside the club. I don't know the percentage. I just know it is not a very large
percentage.

Unidentified Audience Member

Okay.

Brian Wang - Barclays Capital - Analyst

One of Herbalife's big initiatives currently is the moving to more self manufactured and what you guys call Seed to Feed. I was
hoping you could just give us an update on that, and what percentage you're at now, where you see the potential opportunities
and what regions you think you might continue to add facilities?

John DeSimone - Herbalife Ltd. - CFO

Okay. Let me describe the reason for our Seed to Feed strategy. First and foremost, it is three piece, protection, promotion, and
profit. It is in that order. We operate in a highly regulated business in the supplement business, not only in the US but around
the world. That's not necessarily a bad thing. The appropriate regulation create a barrier to entry. You can create increased
credibility for the industry. We wanted to have a seat at the table when new regulations are formed. And we felt the only way
to have the credibility to have a seat at the table was to self manufacture, and not go through 20 or 30 co-packers.

So we launched a strategy two years ago set out to manufacture our own product. We bought a manufacturing operation a
little less than two years ago, took us a year to retrofit it, and we started manufacturing our product in that facility last year. And
last quarter we manufactured 23% of our products out of that facility, so we're still ramping up. From a regulatory standpoint,
it is a great strategy.

In addition to Seed to Feed, just to kind of go off the side on the regulatory, the head of the FDA 's supplement division was Dr.
Bill Francos. He joined our company a year ago. We recognize that regulations may be the biggest risk for the Company, and
we're positioning ourselves in the best possible way.

In addition to protection, there is a promotion opportunity around Seed to Feed which is again Seed to Feed. We want to be
in control of our product from the field to the consumer, and we're doing that by also starting an extraction facility. The most
complex part of manufacturing of a supplement is extracting the right ingredients with the right footprint, with the right amount
of actives from the crop and that's where all the risk is in the manufacturing process. We are building a manufacturing extraction
facility that will be up December, January timeframe where we'll be extracting our own ingredients with the right footprint and
we will then be in control of our products in the fields to the consumer which has great promotional opportunity because our
distributors are going to market already leveraging that concept.

Third, there is a profit component which is the Seed to Feed has given us an opportunity to attack raw material costs where
when we were going through co-packers, it was a finished goods price, and we weren't doing a great job at lowering our
ingredient costs. And we have been able to already see a benefit from having access to the raw material suppliers, so there is
a profit component. We have said we think we can lower our cost of goods by 5% to 10% over the next three years from the
Seed to Feed strategy. We would have done it without the profit component, but there is a profit component to it all.

So the next wave of opportunity for us, so we have got the factory up to around 23% of production, sometime over the next
four to six months it will be up to around 35%, and then the extraction facility which will be completely built in December or
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January should start seeing a benefit sometime four or five months later, the middle of next year there should be an incremental
benefit to margins.

Brian Wang - Barclays Capital - Analyst

Potential opportunities for new facilities outside of the (inaudible -- technical difficulty) --

John DeSimone - Herbalife Ltd. - CFO

The third phase is to regionalize manufacturing. A majority of our products are made in the US, not a very efficient model. It's
got some benefits, but economically it has got some challenges.

We're going to look to regionalize manufacturing into key regions where we see good growth opportunity. We think it will be
Brazil, India, China, somewhere in eastern Europe. Those are our priorities. The timetable for each of those projects is something
we'll probably be ready to discuss with investors in a couple of months.

There is not -- the real benefit honestly from regionalization of manufacturing is the opportunity to lower duties. Duties are
significant in this business. If we can lower duties, we're probably going to look to pass that on to the consumer and lower the
price and drive growth.

Unidentified Audience Member

Some of your strongest growth is in Latin America, Mexico and South America, and yet those are the regions where you first
started daily consumption. So what can you attribute the continued growth momentum to?

John DeSimone - Herbalife Ltd. - CFO

Mexico is the genesis of clubs, right, and US Latin market, more than other Latin America markets. Mexico's growth was substantial
and quick and it created some issues that we didn't fully understand. The model, the daily consumption model requires a
different infrastructure than the traditional model. When somebody opens up a club, when the distributor opens up a club they
generally do not have a lot of working capital. And they are buying a small amount of product and they are turning that product
quickly and they are looking for replenishment quickly, and in Mexico we weren't set up for quick replenishment. It was the
opposite of what we were doing in traditional where you were shipping a lot of product to one distributor.

That created a lot of issues in the marketplace. We had distributors therefore opening up their own warehouse and selling to
other distributors that were not part of their organization and that created a lot of in fighting. So we recognize that there is a
couple of challenges that we have to account for in marketplaces that are growing daily consumption.

First is access points. There has to be greater access for the distributor to the product. In Mexico we partnered with somebody
who had 300 locations. So a distributor now calls the Company, pays for the product, but goes to a retail location and picks up
the product and that's worked really well and that's helped drive growth in Mexico. That's one of the key infrastructure differences
between daily consumption and traditional business that we had to solve for and didn't even realize it existed until we had the
problem in Mexico.

Unidentified Audience Member

I was just wondering if you could talk about the systems, upgrades, are you fully ERP capable? What level of granularity do you
have over your business to give the kind of controls that are necessary in this sort of business?
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John DeSimone - Herbalife Ltd. - CFO

I will give you that in three parts. We have one worldwide enterprise system, it's Oracle, one instance. Everywhere but China
because China has our retail store, so they interface with Oracle. Everybody else is on one instance of Oracle which provide
provides great visibility. We get daily sales updates. It also provides great control because the three biggest line items in our
P&L of sales, cost of sales and distributor payments, and they're all managed corporately because they are run through the same
system. That provides an element of protection.

Second, we have centralized the accounting functions, so everybody, we're in 76 countries and every controller reports into
my organization so they're centrally managed. And when you talk about risk, not just accounting risk, but it is FCPA risk and
things like that, that other companies have had. I think we had flipped the equation upside down. Generally you find that in
some of the higher risk markets if somebody of senior level wanted to do something unethically and the controller would be
probably the first person to see it, it would be fearful of their job if they reported that person in. We flipped it upside down, if
they don't report it in they're fearful for their job. That's one. They report into me now. So it's an independent source on the
ground that provides protection.

Then I guess the third part is we have a -- there is not more control, but this is more business oriented is we have a detailed
distributor database that gives us dozens of metrics on each distributor. It is really too much information to look at, but you
identify your outliers, and you find distributors that are performing very well and you find out why. And if they're performing
well because they have a nuance for the business model that's valuable, then we commercialize it globally. We have a lot of
access to distributor performance also.

Brian Wang - Barclays Capital - Analyst

I think one of the interesting points of the Herbalife story is the slide that you showed where developing countries and developed
countries are both about 50% of sales. I think you touched on some of the opportunities in some of the developing countries.
Maybe you just want to talk about, I think, Western Europe, for example, is one area where you see a potential opportunity and
what could potentially get that going?

John DeSimone - Herbalife Ltd. - CFO

Actually, I will start with the US general market. We bifurcate the US. We had up until this year, into the US Latin market which
have been doing clubs since 2006, and everybody else basically. If you were Spanish speaking, US Latin, everything else was
general market. And the US Latin were doing clubs and the general market were entirely doing the traditional direct selling.
The penetration rate in the US Latin market was 12.8 volume points per capita. In the general market it was 1 volume point per
capita. So the Latino market was out performing the general market by 12X.

The general market is actually -- 16, 18 months ago started doing clubs, and a year ago in the second quarter we started seeing
that translate to the financial results. Since the second quarter of last year the general market has now grown greater than 20%
in each quarter, so there is a huge opportunity in this untapped general market which is the larger population starting to adopt
the model that we know goes deeper into the community.

Now we haven't seen that in Western Europe much yet. Western Europe has been resistant to the club model, but now that the
Western European are seeing the US general market distributors have success with it, they are starting to think it might be the
right model for them.

Our distributors, especially those that earn a full time living at Herbalife don't change the way they operate very easily. The are
very protective of their business. The only change if they know what they are changing to will be more effective than what they
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have. And because they saw some success in Latin America they felt the clubs were cultural and could work in Latin America
and couldn't work in Europe. Well now that it is working in Brazil and Taiwan and Korea and the US general market, well that
perception that clubs can't work in Western Europe is starting to break down. Cautiously optimistic that in the future clubs will
fly in Europe. The concept of buying the product one meal at a time can work anywhere. What's blocking us is the distributor's
mindset that it can work. They have to be engaged around the concept, and that's starting to happen.

Unidentified Audience Member

Can you explain a little bit about the dynamics in the industry and when it comes to competition or if a lot of value in your
Company lies in the distribution?

John DeSimone - Herbalife Ltd. - CFO

Well, I think some of the uniqueness of the Company lies in the distribution. I mean, the product category is a big category that
we operate in. You're not going to like my answer on competition because strategically we view the competition as fast food.
That drives the right behavior for our distributors. It is the steal a meal a day from fast food. It is not to go after other supplement
companies. It's to go after McDonald's, to go after KFC. To find somebody who is already spending $4 or $5 on an unhealthy
meal and spend a little less money and get a healthy meal. That's a replacement spend and that's who our competition is.

If you want to dig deeper, I know have you a smile on your face, most investors don't like that answer, but that is a strategic
position that we take. As far as meal replacement shakes, the competition is different by country. There is no one worldwide
shake competitor. It is different in Mexico than it is in Korea. What I will tell you is the uniqueness of the model, that do it for
me daily opportunity, we don't have a competitor for. We have do-it-yourself monthly product competitor, you can go in GNC
and buy a meal replacement shake. Our shake has got great sign science, it's a great meal, but it works because it is lower calories
than a meal. The distribution method is the competitive advantage that we have. [Sandy.]

Unidentified Audience Member

You noted in this presentation that your overweight buying back stock versus providing the dividend either increasing it or
what not. The second quarter you repurchased about 100 million in shares. Is that the right run rate to use for the back half of
the year?

John DeSimone - Herbalife Ltd. - CFO

Another 100 million for the back half of the year, not for quarter but 50 million per quarter was in our guidance. You know we
had the ability to accelerate it, and we will decide to accelerate it based on the circumstances. The idea of having some dry
powder is to take advantage of an over reaction in the market, the market can be emotional, not that I have to tell you guys
that. If there is an over reaction, we can jump in a big way. There will be a routine piece, but there will also be dry powder as
we take advantage of opportunities.

Brian Wang - Barclays Capital - Analyst

I think we're all out of time, so John is in a break out session after this. If you have more questions, feel free to stop by. Thank
you.
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John DeSimone - Herbalife Ltd. - CFO

Thank you.
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